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Global analyses of biodiversity consistently reveal recurrent patterns of

species distributions worldwide. However, unveiling the specific mechan-

isms behind those patterns remains logistically challenging, yet necessary

for reliable biodiversity forecasts. Here, we combine theory and experiments

to investigate the processes underlying spatial biodiversity patterns in

dendritic, river-like landscapes, iconic examples of highly threatened ecosys-

tems. We used geometric scaling properties, common to all rivers, to show

that the distribution of biodiversity in these landscapes fundamentally

depends on how ecological selection is modulated across space: while uni-

form ecological selection across the network leads to higher diversity in

downstream confluences, this pattern can be inverted by disturbances

when population turnover (i.e. local mortality) is higher upstream than

downstream. Higher turnover in small headwater patches can slow down

ecological selection, increasing local diversity in comparison to large down-

stream confluences. Our results show that disturbance-mediated slowing

down of competitive exclusion can generate a specific transient signature

in terms of biodiversity distribution when applied over a spatial gradient

of disturbance, which is a common feature of many river landscapes.
1. Introduction
Local species diversity in dendritic, river-like landscapes is generally expected

to be higher in larger, more connected downstream confluences than in

upstream headwaters [1–6]. Previous theoretical, comparative, and experimen-

tal studies have all emphasized the importance of dispersal along the network

structure of the landscape as a key driver of this diversity pattern, regardless of

the specific local drivers of community dynamics such as ecological drift [3,7]

or selection [8]. The pattern of lower local diversity in upstream habitats com-

pared to downstream confluences (hereafter ‘classical pattern’), however, is

not ubiquitous in natural river systems: recent empirical studies [9,10] have

documented that diversity patterns can be completely reversed, with higher

diversity in upstream headwaters rather than in downstream confluences (here-

after ‘reversed pattern’). These contrasting empirical patterns, especially the

reversed one, and the transition from one to the other remain insufficiently

understood and are currently not accounted for by any theoretical or exper-

imental work. Given that river ecosystems support roughly 10% of all animal

species [11], it is unfortunate that we are still lacking a general understanding

of the processes driving the patterns of diversity in these ecosystems. A

better understanding of the dominant mechanisms that generate contrasting

diversity patterns is essential if we hope to forecast effects of global change

and possibly design management strategies to counter current trends of erosion

of biodiversity and ecosystem services in river ecosystems worldwide [12–14].
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Riverine landscapes are structured by spatial flows of

organisms and resources [1,15]. They also inherently display

strong environmental gradients, both in terms of resources

(habitat size/land use influence) and disturbances (current

flow, erosion) [1,16]. While previous theoretical work has pri-

marily focused on dispersal-related mechanisms [3,17,18], the

latter intrinsic characteristics might be key to explain contrast-

ing diversity patterns in such spatially structured systems

where habitat size scales with position in the landscape

[4,15,16,19]: small headwater patches (‘patch’ sensu [20]) can

be found across a wide range of landscape connectivity, but

fewer and larger downstream patches are inherently more

connected [16]. The Theory of Island Biogeography [21,22]

provides an explanation for one of the most established and

universal ecological patterns stating that smaller and more

isolated patches suffer higher extinction rates and lower

immigration rates eventually leading to lower diversity

than in larger and more connected patches [21–25]. In such

a scenario, competitive exclusion due to ecological selection

occurs more rapidly in small headwater communities

because, in finite populations, extinction thresholds are

reached earlier in smaller populations than in larger ones.

Consequently, all else being equal, at equilibrium, smaller

patches should always contain lower diversity. In that con-

text, the ‘reversed pattern’ can only occur if (i) all else is

not equal and smaller headwater patches contain, for

instance, higher environmental heterogeneity or (ii) the equi-

librium state is reached more slowly in smaller patches. The

former represents the obvious case where headwater patches

might contain a higher proportion of micro-habitats provid-

ing higher niche dimensionality and/or refugia from

competition and predation. Here, we focus on the latter

case, where disturbances have the potential to keep smaller

patches away from their equilibrium community compo-

sition. Given that upstream headwaters are less buffered

from disturbances relative to larger downstream confluences,

they are naturally more affected by disturbances such as

desiccation or fluctuation in contaminants [26,27] and are

increasingly affected by human impacts such as mountaintop

mining [28]. Therefore, our study addresses an especially

likely and increasingly widespread scenario.

Disturbances are often seen as an important driver of

community dynamics by constraining the growth of more

competitive species, which slows down competitive exclu-

sion, and ultimately can favour transitory coexistence

periods that are long enough to be empirically observed

[29,30]. If disturbances impact smaller patches more strongly

than larger patches, population turnover (here referring to

local mortality, its underlying mechanism) will be increased,

which can potentially lead to higher species richness in these

smaller headwater patches than in larger downstream

patches. More specifically, under the classical biodiversity

pattern, competitive exclusion by ecological selection is

expected to occur faster in smaller patches relative to larger

patches because of lower population sizes (i.e. closer to

extinction threshold) and potentially higher encounter rates

among more spatially confined species (i.e. stronger inter-

action strengths—see [31]). In the presence of disturbances,

however, ecological selection could be slowed down, more

so in smaller than in larger patches, potentially reversing

the spatial biodiversity pattern. Despite strong empirical evi-

dence on the role of disturbances in driving biodiversity

patterns in riverine ecosystems, via its impact on competitive
dynamics [2,32–36], it remains highly challenging to investi-

gate this hypothesis directly in the field due to multiple

interacting factors and lack of replication. Therefore, to get

a mechanistic understanding, we first develop a general

mathematical model, and then test the main predictions in

well-established ecological microcosm landscapes [37,38].

Specifically, we here investigate the processes underlying

the distribution of biodiversity in river-like landscapes and

focus on characteristic patch size distributions and disturb-

ances (i.e. local mortality). In natural riverine landscapes,

patch size distribution, network configuration, and disturb-

ances are intrinsically linked and cannot be disentangled in

a causal approach [4,16,39]. Thus, here we combined theory

and experiments to untangle these naturally interlinked fac-

tors. We first show theoretical results from a spatially

explicit Lotka–Volterra competition metacommunity model

including dispersal along dendritic networks, demographic

stochasticity, and patch size-dependent mortality, that is,

higher local mortality in smaller patches (see full details in

Material and methods). We secondly tested experimentally

the model’s main predictions, using dendritic protist micro-

cosm landscapes [38] of the same network topologies (see

Material and methods and figure 1). Our work shows that

patch size-dependent mortality and its effect on ecological

selection can be a key mechanism shaping transient biodiversity

patterns in entire river-like landscapes.
2. Material and methods
(a) Model simulation
To investigate the mechanisms underlying biodiversity distri-

butions in dendritic, river-like networks in relation to their

intrinsic non-random patch connectivity/size pattern, we first

used general simulations of a Lotka–Volterra competition

model for 10 species, in which the temporal variation in

abundance of species i located in patch x, Nix, is described by:

dNix

dt
¼ riNix 1�

Pn
j¼1 aijN jx

Kix

 !
�
X

(dxNix � dzNiz)�mxNix,

where ri is the intrinsic growth rate, aij the per capita effect of

species j on species i (competition coefficient), Kix the carrying

capacity of species i in patch x (K is higher in larger patches),

dx the dispersal rate from patch x, and mx the patch size-

dependent mortality rate (population turnover). Demographic

stochasticity is added according to a standard method [40]

with the following term þar
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nix
p

. The parameter a modulates

the magnitude of this drift and r is the random factor sampled

from a Gaussian distribution. Parameters are set as in Giometto

et al. [40] to produce a white noise preventing artificial persist-

ence of very small populations (see electronic supplementary

material, table S1). Species traits are parametrized in a very

simple and general way, independent of our experimental organ-

isms, to preserve the generality of our model predictions. To limit

sources of variations, r, K, and d are the same for all species (see

values in electronic supplementary material, table S1) and we

implement species differences via competition coefficients only.

Competition coefficients are drawn from a Gaussian distribution

(m ¼ 2, s ¼ 0.25) with all negative coefficients multiplied by 21

to obtain a purely competitive community. The dispersal term

is a sum function of the differences between immigration from

patch x and each emigration from patch z to which it is connected

according to the specific topology of the dendritic landscape. We

scale dispersal rates with patch size to make it comparable to the

experimental set-up where exchanging a constant volume
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Figure 1. Diversity distribution (local species richness) in dendritic, river-like landscapes with and without disturbance. The ‘Model’ landscapes displayed in this
figure are examples of simulations made with the same replicate community. Results were qualitatively similar for each of the 10 replicate communities randomly
generated (see electronic supplementary material, figure S4); model parameters specific to these simulations are dispersal dV ¼ 0.05, mortality rates m are 0.1,
0.0868, 0.064, and 0.01, respectively, from smaller to larger patches for simulation with disturbance ( patch size-dependent mortality) and 0 without. For network
graphs based on experimental results, each graph represents the local diversity pattern for one of the four landscape replicates (A, B, C, and D ). For illustration
purposes, all network graphs are depicted at snapshots of diversity patterns at time of comparable local diversity: time 118.4 (simulations without disturbance; faster
dynamics), time 167.9 (simulations with disturbance; slower dynamics), and at experimental day 29 (last sampling day). See complete dynamics over time for model
simulations in electronic supplementary material, figure S4 and for experimental results in electronic supplementary material, figure S5.
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between two patches was the most feasible dispersal mode. Then

dispersal rate was implemented as dx ¼ dV/Vx, with dV the fixed

volume dispersed by unit of time from a patch x and Vx the

volume of the patch x. In our simulations, we vary dV to alter dis-

persal rates. Our results are, however, robust to change in

dispersal mode whether the dispersal rate is a constant rate

either per edge or per patch (see electronic supplementary

material, appendix A and figures S1 and S2). Moreover, while

we considered only bi-directional dispersal to accommodate

logistical constraints on the experimental design, we also con-

ducted a sensitivity analysis, which attests that the results are

robust to a strongly biased downstream dispersal (electronic sup-

plementary material, appendix A and figures S2 and S3). As a

minimal assumption to implement patch size dependency in

turnover, we make local mortality rates follow a linear negative

relationship with patch size (see sensitivity analysis below for

the values). We report results with dispersal and local mortality
rates set at intermediate levels (dV ¼ 0.05, and m are 0.1, 0.0868,

0.064, and 0.01, respectively, from smaller to larger patches) in

the first part of the results (figures 1–3), while we explore further

the parameter space with multiple combinations of those two

rates in figure 4 (see below for more details).

For the landscapes, we use river-like networks generated

from five different space-filling optimal channel networks [41]

known to reproduce the scaling properties observed in real

river systems [4,42]. Optimal channel networks are built under

the assumption that drainage network configurations always

minimize total energy dissipation, and the empirical observation

that river network properties are scale-invariant (i.e. fractal, see

Rinaldo et al. [42]). In order to also be able to use the same land-

scapes in the experiment, a coarse-graining procedure is used to

reduce the five generated constructs to equivalent 6 � 6 patch

networks, preserving the characteristics of the original three-

dimensional basin (figure 1, for details, see appendix A in
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Carrara et al. [4]), but having a total patch size that was exper-

imentally feasible. These 6 � 6 patch networks contained 36

patches of four different volumes (V ): 7.5, 13, 22.5, and 45 ml

(figure 1). The ratios between those different volumes are

based on the known relationship between the size of a channel

reach and the landscape-forming discharge at-a-station within

the catchment (see [16] and appendix A in Carrara et al. 2014

[4] for more details). These volume values are also used for

patch sizes Vx in the model.

Using these settings, we test the effect of patch size-depen-

dent mortality on biodiversity patterns by contrasting

simulations with and without disturbance. We have two levels

of replication: we replicate our simulations over the five different
dendritic landscapes to assess the independence of the results

from specific network topologies, and 10 random realizations

of the community matrix (replicate communities), leading to 50

simulations in total per scenario (local mortality settings at a

given dispersal rate). Simulations always start with all species

already present in all patches and with the same absolute abun-

dance set to 200. The results are robust to starting conditions

with the same relative abundance (scaled to patch size). Simu-

lations of community dynamics are run with the Runge–Kutta

Cash–Karp method with adaptive step-size control (GSL 1.15)

to optimize the accuracy of numerical integration in continuous

time. Simulations are stopped at 400 units of time, which is suffi-

cient to observe competitive exclusion (figure 3 and electronic
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supplementary material, figure S4). A species for which abun-

dance falls below 1023 is considered extinct and its abundance

set to 0. The results are robust to the decline or suppressing of

this threshold but we keep it to optimize the computation time.

In addition, we also explore the persistence of the different

observed diversity patterns as a function of the magnitude of dis-

persal and the strength of the disturbance (local mortality) versus

patch size relationship (see figure 4, electronic supplementary

material, figures S5 and S6). We explore six levels of dispersal

with dV [ f0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1g and 21 mortality rate combi-

nations. We used all mortality rate combinations with m [

f0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5g in the largest and smallest patches,

with local mortality in the smallest patches being higher or

equal to in the largest patches (electronic supplementary

material, figure S5). For each parameter combination, we run

50 simulations (i.e. five replicate landscapes � 10 replicate com-

munities) resulting in a total of 6300 simulations. We

completed our exploration by running the same set of simu-

lations but with positive slopes between mortality rate and

patch size (i.e. higher mortality in downstream than in upstream

patches, see electronic supplementary material, appendix B and

figures S7 and S8). This allowed us to explore and contrast bio-

diversity patterns with our initial predictions that are based on

higher perturbation upstream (negative mortality-patch size

slope). In the case of a positive slope, mortality is stronger in

the largest patches potentially owing to increasing human

densities in downstream sites.

(b) Experimental test
To empirically test the main prediction from our simulations, that

is, patch size-dependent mortality leading to a reversal of the

‘classical’ biodiversity pattern in the dendritic network, we con-

ducted a protist metacommunity experiment. We did not

experimentally test for the ‘classical’ diversity pattern without

disturbances because it has already been empirically verified

many times in the literature [2,3,8,26,43,44], and in the same
experimental conditions [4,18]. We focused here on testing

specific predictions from the simulations owing to patch size-

dependent mortality and the occurrence of the predicted reversed

pattern of biodiversity under this scenario. In that context, the

experiment constitutes a very conservative test of our much

more general simulations. The experiment consisted of seven pro-

tist species interacting and dispersing for 29 days along four

different dendritic networks of 36 patches (same as four of the

five landscapes used in the simulations; figure 1). Each landscape

had four different patch size levels (7.5, 13, 22.5, and 45 ml) con-

nected by dispersal along a dendritic network and preserving the

scaling properties observed in real river systems (figure 1 and

electronic supplementary material, figure S9 for a photo, and

section ‘model simulation’ above, following Carrara et al. [4]).

Our communities were composed of six bacterivorous protist

and one rotifer species (henceforth called ‘protists’): Tetrahymena
sp., Paramecium caudatum, Colpidium striatum, Spirostomum sp., Chi-
lomonas sp., Blepharisma sp., and the rotifer Cephalodella sp. The

latter two species can, next to feeding on bacteria, to a lesser

degree also predate on smaller protists. These protists were feeding

on a common pool of bacteria (Serratia fonticola, Bacillus subtilis, and

Brevibacillus brevis). Prior to the beginning of the experiment,

each protist species was grown in monoculture in a solution of

pre-autoclaved standard protist pellet medium (Carolina Biological

Supply, Burlington NC, USA, 0.46 g protist pellets 1 l–1 tap water)

and 10% bacteria inoculum, until they reached carrying capacity

(for methodological details and protocols, see Altermatt et al.
[38]). Protist abundance and diversity were measured by video

recording combined with a trained algorithm to differentiate each

species based on their morphological traits (see below).

Each microcosm in our four landscapes consisted of a 50 ml

polypropylene Falcon tube (VWR, Dietikon, Switzerland). At

day 0, we pipetted an equal mixture of each of the seven species

into each microcosm to reach the corresponding volume (7.5, 13,

22.5, or 45 ml). Thus, protist communities were added at 15% of

their carrying capacity and were allowed to grow 24 h before the

first dispersal event. Dispersal and imposed local mortality (see
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below) occurred two times per week, while sampling of the com-

munities for species count was done once a week (two dispersal

events between each sampling with at least 48 h between the last

dispersal/mortality event and sampling). Sampling events and

counting were done on days 0, 7, 15, 21, 29 of the experiment,

while dispersal and mortality events occurred on days 1, 4, 8,

11, 16, 19, 22, 25 of the experiment.

Dispersal was done by pipetting a fixed volume (1 ml) from

one patch to each of the connected patches. Dispersal was

bi-directional along each edge (1 ml from a to b and 1 ml

from b to a), which ensured the maintenance of the same

volume in each patch throughout the duration of the experiment.

We implemented bi-directional dispersal to avoid the logistical

challenge of maintaining equal patch volumes with directional

dispersal. To confirm that this experimental assumption did not

affect our results, we conducted a sensitivity analysis with the

model including an extensive number of additional simulations

that demonstrate the robustness of our results to such directional

dispersal (see electronic supplementary material, appendix A

and figures S2 and S3). For dispersal, we used a mirror landscape

(following methods developed in Carrara et al. [18]): first, 1 ml

was sampled for each edge connecting a microcosm in the real

landscape and then pipetted to the recipient microcosm, but in

the mirror landscape. Once this was done for all microcosms,

the content of each mirror microcosm was poured to the same

microcosm in the real landscape. It is noteworthy that because

we started our simulations and experiment with species already

assembled (all species were present at the start in all patches),

we are probably underestimating the importance of dispersal

dynamics in the process of early assembly [45].

Patch size-dependent mortality was experimentally repro-

duced by sampling, killing, and pouring back (no change in

biomass) a fixed volume (1 ml) of each community regardless

of patch size, which resulted in a gradient of proportionally

decreasing mortality from smaller upstream to larger down-

stream microcosms (this 1 ml corresponds to 13%, 8%, 4%, and

2% of disturbance-induced mortality in the respective patch sizes)

and can be seen as a general type of disturbance that is blind to

species identity (e.g. habitat destruction, heavy pollution). More

specifically, for each mortality event, 1 ml was sampled from

each microcosm and microwaved until boiling to turn all living

cells into detritus [46]. After a 1 h cooling period at ambient

temperature (208C), the microwaved sampled had reached ambient

temperature again and was poured back into the same microcosm.

At each measurement day, 0.4 ml was sampled from each

microcosm for the protist density measurements. Sampling was

done semi-destructively, such that the sampled volume was

not returned back to the patch to avoid cross-contamination.

Therefore, sampling was acting analogously to the implemented

disturbance regime. Protist abundance was measured by using a

standardized video recording and analysis procedure [47,48]. In

short, a constant volume (34.4 ml) of each 0.4 ml sample was

measured under a dissecting microscope connected to a camera

for the recording of videos (5 s per video, see electronic sup-

plementary material, appendix B for further details on this

method). Then, using a customized version of the R-package

bemovi [48], we used an image processing software (ImageJ,

National Institute of Health, USA) to extract the number of

moving organisms per video frame along with a suite of different

traits for each occurrence (e.g. speed, shape, size) that could then

be used to filter out background movement noise (e.g. particles

from the medium) and to identify species in a mixture (see

electronic supplementary material, appendix C).
(c) Statistical analysis
To test for the effect of patch size on protist local diversity, we

used a two-way linear mixed effect model testing the interactive
effects of patch size and continuous time on protist species rich-

ness. To control for temporal pseudo-replication and temporal

autocorrelation, we added replicate and time as nested random

factors. The model was fitted by maximizing the restricted log-

likelihood (‘REML’, see Pinheiro et al. [49]). The linear mixed

effect model was conducted using the R-package NLME [49].

The complete results can be found in electronic supplementary

material, table S2.
3. Results
(a) Shift in diversity patterns
In the simulations without disturbance (i.e. local mortality),

the highest diversity levels are found in the large downstream

patches (figures 1 and 2a). By contrast, the smaller, mostly

upstream patches have lower diversity levels. This difference in

diversity unfolded with smaller patches supporting smaller

population sizes (figure 3a), which are then more prone to

extinction relative to populations in larger patches (figure 3b).

In the simulations with disturbance (i.e. local mortality),

the highest diversity levels are found in upstream patches

(figures 1 and 2b) consistently across all the different commu-

nity (different species traits) and landscape (different spatial

networks) replicates. The same pattern was found in the

context of our experiment with an aquatic protist community

(figures 1 and 2b). As in the simulations (electronic sup-

plementary material, figure S4), the biodiversity pattern

appeared progressively over time with no apparent effects of

patch size on the first sampling day (experiment day 7,

7.4+0.67 species in the smallest versus 7.1+0.70 species in

the largest patches, mean+ s.d., electronic supplementary

material, figure S10 and table S2), but by the final experimental

day, i.e. 29, there was a clear and significant decline in local

diversity with patch size (4.7+1.3 species in the smallest

patches versus 2.5+1.5 species in the largest patches,

mean+ s.d., figures 1 and 2b and electronic supplementary

material, table S2). Those changes in species richness were mir-

rored by changes in community structure (electronic

supplementary material, figure S11). While being homo-

geneous in species number across patch sizes (see above),

communities at day 7 also tended to be dominated by the

fast growing species Cephalodella sp. (rotifer) and Chilomonas
sp. (electronic supplementary material, figure S11). By the

end of the experiment at day 29, communities were much

more variable in composition but with the competitor Parame-
cium caudatum being most often dominant (electronic

supplementary material, figure S11). Communities in more

disturbed patches (smaller patches) were also more even in

relative abundances than in larger patches where fewer species

were generally dominated by a single species (electronic sup-

plementary material, figure S11). In terms of underlying

mechanisms, the simulations show that, overall, patch size-

dependent mortality slows down ecological dynamics

(competitive exclusion; figure 3a), but does more so in smaller

patches (figure 3a), effectively increasing the time to extinction

of less competitive species in those smaller patches (figure 3b).

(b) Persistence of diversity patterns in river-like
landscapes

Our model predicts both diversity scenarios to occur

within specific parts of the parameter space defined by the
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magnitude of dispersal and the strength of disturbance (i.e.

intercept [mortality upstream] and slope [rate of change in

mortality with increasing patch size] of the relationship

between patch size and local mortality rate, see Methods

for details; figure 4). For a negative slope (higher mortality

upstream), weak patch size-dependent mortality, with low

intercept or slope, generates the classical diversity pattern,

while intermediate to high strengths of patch size-dependent

mortality, with intermediate intercept and high slope, gener-

ate the reversed diversity pattern until local mortality is so

high in small patches (high intercept) that all species

upstream go extinct (figure 4, mupstream ¼ 0.5), leading to a

return to the classical diversity pattern. As expected, regard-

less of the strength of patch size-dependent local mortality,

increasing dispersal only blurs diversity patterns by hom-

ogenizing diversity in the landscape (figure 4 and electronic

supplementary material, figure S6). Additional sensitivity

analysis showed that the reversed biodiversity pattern is

robust to strong directionality in dispersal (90 or 99% down-

stream, electronic supplementary material, figures S2 and S3)

because competitive exclusion still occurs later in small

compared with large patches. Only the combination of both

high dispersal rate and strong downstream directionality

can weaken the reversed biodiversity pattern (electronic sup-

plementary material, figure S3). Finally, a positive patch

size–mortality rate relationship (higher mortality down-

stream than upstream) strengthens the classical diversity

pattern until mortality rates are so high in larger patches

that species go extinct faster downstream relative to

upstream, making the reversed pattern emerge (see electronic

supplementary material, figure S8, mdownstream ¼ 0.5).
4. Discussion
Testing the impact of disturbance-induced mortality on the

distribution of biodiversity in river-like landscapes, we

found that disturbances can alter the classical biodiversity

pattern of higher diversity in larger downstream patches pre-

dicted by the Theory of Island Biogeography (TIB) [3,7,21]:

the classical pattern persists only until a certain level of dis-

turbance, at which point asymmetry in population turnover

between smaller upstream and larger downstream patches

will reverse the pattern completely. Such a reversed diversity

pattern has been observed in case studies from multiple

natural river systems [9,10] and has challenged the idea of

one overarching and universal diversity pattern to be

expected in river-like landscapes as proposed by some

studies [3,18,50,51]. However, this reversal has hitherto

neither been understood mechanistically nor been predicted

by theory. Here, we identify a general mechanism responsible

for the observed reversed diversity patterns based on theor-

etical considerations, which we then successfully tested and

validated experimentally. The specific mechanism identified

(patch size-dependent mortality) represents a general type

of disturbance. However, any mechanism that induces differ-

ences in the speed of ecological dynamics between upstream

and downstream patches should cause a reversal of diversity

pattern. It could be differences in temperature, for instance,

with lower temperatures at higher elevation slowing down

upstream dynamics, or strong anthropogenic disturbance

downstream (e.g. heavy pollution) which would speed up

species extinction rather than slow down competitive
exclusion, in large compared to small patches (see electronic

supplementary material, figure S8, mupstream ¼ 0.5). More-

over, our approach using five different realizations of

river-like networks that follow the invariant scaling proper-

ties of real riverine networks, allows us to generalize those

results and their implications to riverine networks regardless

of context-specific differences.

Our work indicates that the reversed pattern generated by

patch size-dependent mortality is transient over time because

the perturbations slow down ecological selection in smaller

patches, but do not change endpoint equilibria. Similar results,

related to the transient effect of disturbance, were found by

Violle et al. [30]. Our results follow the trend by which commu-

nities are dominated early on by smaller, less competitive and

fast growing species (here Cephalodella sp. and Chilomonas sp.),

which are then replaced by larger and more competitive

species (here Paramecium caudatum). The reversed diversity

pattern emerges because, across the landscape, patches are

organized along a gradient in the disturbance, which effec-

tively leads to smaller upstream and larger confluence

patches being at different points in their ecological selection

dynamics. As selection is weaker upstream, the downstream

patches reach their low diversity equilibrium more quickly.

This pattern is exacerbated by highly competitive species dom-

inating in downstream patches due to reduced disturbance,

which additionally speeds up the dynamics of an ecological

selection locally. Consequently, it is the perturbation pattern,

along with the invariant patch size distribution in the land-

scape, which creates the necessary conditions for the

reversed diversity gradient to emerge. We expect this effect

to be especially pronounced in communities with strong com-

petitive asymmetries and even enhanced in systems with

competition-colonization trade-offs (i.e. when a weak competi-

tor can regionally coexist with a strong competitor because of

better dispersal capacity; see [52]), as few strong competitors

with low dispersal rates would lead to strong selection in

the absence of turnover. Such selective processes could also

affect evolutionary dynamics: dendritic networks have

recently been found to inherently lead to the emergence of

non-trivial abundance patterns and eco-evolutionary

dynamics per se [53,54]. Thus, the network structure will

impose selection gradients, likely linked to dispersal [55,56].

In addition, patch size-dependent mortality leads to another,

possibly antagonistic, selection gradient, which could lead to

the emergence of non-trivial evolutionary dynamics in such

networks, as has already been theoretically and empirically

proposed [57]. While our experimental design does not allow

direct inference on evolutionary dynamics (we did not con-

sider intraspecific variation), we suggest this to be an

interesting future research direction.

Disturbance-mediated slowing down of competitive

exclusion is a well-understood ecological mechanism affect-

ing population dynamics [58–61]. Here, we show that this

mechanism can generate a specific transient signature in

terms of biodiversity patterns when applied over a spatial

gradient of disturbance, which is a common feature of

river-like landscapes. For instance, headwaters in river sys-

tems are naturally more prone to higher levels of

disturbance than larger downstream patches because of

their higher surface area exposed to disturbance relative to

water volume [62,63]. Higher benthic surface area to water

volume ratios are generally more net heterotrophic and

thus show higher sensitivity to change in litter composition
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from terrestrial systems [64,65] and are also likely more sen-

sitive to drought events because they are shallower. They

are on average also located at a higher elevation, and thus

experience stronger variations in temperature and weather

conditions. Human-induced disturbances in pristine head-

waters are increasingly common [58] and the general

mechanisms demonstrated by our study suggest that these

anthropogenic impacts can have unexpected consequences

by inverting large-scale biodiversity patterns. Although

more robust to change, our modelling results also suggest

that very high disturbance levels in downstream locations

can also lead to a reversed diversity pattern. This is likely rel-

evant around large urban centres that are generally located at

downstream confluences.

In conclusion, we show that patch size-dependent mor-

tality (whether negative or positive), which is commonly

displayed in river-like landscapes, can be a key mechanism

responsible for shaping the distribution of biodiversity in

riverine landscapes.
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